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2
Mission, Objectives and
Social Responsibility

As stated in the previous chapter, strategy is a means to achieve the vision/mission of the
organisation. Hence, we may consider vision and mission as the pivot around which corporate
strategy revolves. Therefore, determining the organisational vision/mission is the first step in the
strategic management process.

TERMINOLOGICAL CONFUSION
There exists considerable confusion because of the indiscriminate use of several terms

associated with strategic management. Terms such as vision, mission, objectives, goals and
targets are used many a time interchangeably. The diversity of views regarding the meaning of
these terms results in the hierarchical sequencing of these concepts. For example, while some
authors opine that mission refers to the current situation, many others consider them in a future
(often long-term) perspective. Some companies state the mission after the vision statement as a
logical evolution from the vision whereas for some companies there is only a mission statement
that would reflect the vision. One who goes through the statements of vision, mission, purpose,
motto, objectives, values, etc. of different organisations would be amazed by the wide differences
in the perception about the meaning of each of these terms.

However, in corporate literature, they are often used distinctively. Vision leads to mission
which in turn leads to objectives (which are designed to achieve the mission). Objectives lead to
goals (which are designed to achieve the objectives) and goals lead to targets (which are set to
achieve the goals). Goals and targets, thus, are more implementation-oriented.

It may also be mentioned here there is diversity of views regarding the meaning of these
terms and, as a consequence, in the hierarchical sequencing of these concepts, as mentioned
earlier. See the observations under the title Mission.

The following statement by Fred David, a well-known author on Strategic Management,
indicates how intertwined vision and mission are: A mission statement reveals the long-term
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vision of an organisation in terms of what it wants to be and whom it wants to serve. It describes
an organisation’s purpose, customers, products or services, markets, philosophy, and basic
technology. In combination, these components of a mission statement answer a key question
about an enterprise: “What is our Business?” A good answer to this question makes strategy
formulation, strategy implementation and strategy evaluation activities much easier”.1

Burt Nanus, a well-known expert on strategic vision, states that “a vision is not a mission. To
state that an organisation has a mission is to state its purpose, not its direction.”2 Obviously,
Nanus considers vision as the future direction of the organisation.

The view taken in this book is that there is a logical linkage and evolution between the
different concepts as depicted below: Vision leads to mission (which fosters the vision) and
mission leads to objectives (which are designed to achieve the mission), objectives lead to goals
(which are designed to achieve the objectives) and goals lead to targets (which are set to achieve
the goals).

While there may be companies which articulate vision/mission for the sake of it, there is
abundant evidence that clear vision is enabling many Indian companies to enormously
grow/improve their performance.

Vision

Mission

Objectives

Goals

Targets
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FIG. 2.1: VISION, MISSION, OBJECTIVES, GOALS AND TARGETS — SEQUENCE OF
FORMULATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

VISION
As indicated above, lot of differing views surround ‘vision’. It would be appropriate to

present here the observation of Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras, authors of the well-known books
like Better to Great and Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies. If we look at the
literature on organisations and strategy, we find numerous terms for “vision” that sometimes are
used synonymously, sometimes have partially overlapping meanings, and sometimes are
intended to be totally distinct from each other.” They quote a statement made to them by one
CEO: “I’ve come to believe that we need a vision to guide us, but I can’t seem to get my hands on
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what ‘vision’ is…no one has given me a satisfactory way of looking at vision that will help me to
sort out this morass of words and set a coherent vision for my company. It’s really frustrating!”3

As Thompson Jr. and Strickland III observe, “management’s views and conclusions about
what the organisation’s long-term direction should be, the technology-product-customer focus it
intends to pursue, and its future business scope constitute a strategic vision for the company. A
strategic vision thus reflects management’s aspirations for the organisation and its business,
providing a panoramic view of “where we are going” and giving specifics about its future
business plans. It spells out long-term business purpose and molds organisational identity. A
strategic vision points an organisation in a particular direction and charts a strategic path for it to
follow.”4

According to Oren Harari, “Vision should describe a set of ideals and priorities, a picture of
the future, a sense of what makes the company special and unique, a core set of principles that
the company stands for, and a broad set of compelling criteria that will help define organisational
success.”5

There are a number of examples of companies, international and domestic, which have
undergone great transformation driven by bold and challenging vision. There are many
companies without a vision statement but with mission statements encompassing vision too. In
case of a number of companies, the vision statement in conjuncture with complementary
expressions like mission, objectives, moto, purpose, goal, etc. articulate the organisational
characteristics and perspective similar to the ideal model description of vision presented above.

At the same time, vision/mission statements of many companies fail, unfortunately to paint
a tangible image or a clearly envisioned future.

The definitions/statements given below indicate the role vision in the long-term
development and positioning of an organisation.

BOX 2.1: CHARACTERISTIC CATEGORIES OF VISION

Based on an examination of vision-level BHAG, Collins and Porras suggest thinking about the
following four categories: target, common enemy, role model, or internal transformation.

Target BHAGs* can be quantitative or qualitative. Examples:
 Become the company that most changes the worldwide image of Japanese products as being of

poor quality (Sony, early 1950s).
 HLL Lifecare’s Vision 2020 – Corporate Plan: make the company a ` 10,000 crore healthcare

company by the year 2020 (from about ` 1000 crores in 2010).
Common-enemy BHAGs involve focusing on beating a common enemy — a David versus

Goliath BHAG. Examples:
 Knock off RJR as the number one tobacco company in the world (Philip Morris, 1950s).
 Crush Adidas (Nike, 1960s).
Indian companies hardly make such direct head on attack vision statements. It is, however, not

difficult to find generic statements like want to become “number one” or “industry leader.”
Role-model BHAGs are particularly effective for upcoming organisations with bright

prospects. Examples:
 Become the Harvard of the West (Stanford University, 1940s).
 Our vision is to be the global steel industry benchmark for value creation and corporate

citizenship (Tata Steel).
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Internal Transformation BHAGs tend to be effective in old or large organisations in need of
internal transformation. Examples:

 Transform this company from a defense contractor into the best diversified high-technology
company in the world (Rockwell, 1995).

We are going to be India’s No. 1 non-cigarette FMCG company. We are by far No. 1, if you consider
cigarettes (ITC).

*Research by Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras, authors of the well-known books like Better to Great
and Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies has revealed that visionary companies often
use bold missions – or what they prefer to call BHAGs (pronounced BEE-hags and short-hand for Big,
Hairy, Audacious Goals).

MISSION
The review of views on vision/mission presented in the preceding subsection has already

given some ideas of mission. This subsection seeks to further elaborate the concept.

“A mission statement is an enduring statement of purpose that distinguishes one business
from other similar firms. A mission statement identifies the scope of a firm’s operations in
product and market terms.”6

According to McGinnis,7 a mission statement:

1. should define what the organisation is and what the organisation aspires to be;
2. should be limited enough to exclude some ventures and broad enough to allow for

creative growth;
3. should distinguish a given organisation from all others;
4. should serve as a framework for evaluating both current and prospective activities; and
5. should be stated in terms sufficiently clear to be widely understood throughout the

organisation.
A statement of business mission is often expressed at high levels of abstraction. This is

because “mission statements are not designed to express concrete ends, but rather to provide
motivation, general direction, an image, a tone, and a philosophy to guide the enterprise......
Precision might stifle creativity in the formulation of an acceptable mission or purpose. Once an
aim is cast in concrete, it creates rigidity in an organisation and resists change. Vagueness leaves
room for other managers to fill in the detail, perhaps even to modify general patterns. Vagueness
permits more flexibility in adapting to changing environments and internal operations. It
facilitates flexibility in implementation.”8

A mission statement has certain desirable components. An ideal mission statement of
business should define its customers, products or services, markets, technology, philosophy and
self-concept. However, an examination of the mission statement of different organisations shows
that the mission statements of several of them are not so comprehensive. A review of 622 mission
statements by Graham and Havlik has revealed that no two mission statements had the exact
same formula, or pattern; they varied in length as well as tone.9

Derek Abell has suggested10 defining business along three dimensions, viz., customer groups
(i.e., who is being satisfied), customer functions (i.e., what need of the customer is being satisfied)
and alternative technologies (i.e., how the need is being satisfied). Such a three-dimensional
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definition of the business would clearly delineate the boundaries and nature of the business.
However, not many mission statements are so clear and comprehensive.

As Drucker11 suggests three fundamental questions would help to clearly define/redefine
the business and formulate/reformulate the mission. These questions are:

 What is our business?
 What will our business be?
 What should our business be?
The question ‘what is our business’ may lead to wonderful revelations and spectacular

results. Drucker points out12 that most managers ask this question when the company is in
trouble — then it must of course, be asked; but the most important time to ask this seriously is
when a company has been successful and not to have done so is the reason for the crisis of many
organisations.

The brilliant answer which Alfred P. Sloan gave to the question what is General Motors’
(GM) business led to the enormous success of the company. The company was on the verge of
collapse when Sloan took over as its CEO in the depression of 1921. Ford with one model had a
60 per cent share of the American automobile market while GM with eight models (only two of
them being profitable) was a weak second with about 12 per cent of the market. Sloan thinking
through what the ideal automobile company in America would look like, thoroughly investigated
the consumer preferences and tastes and redefined market segments. He came out with a strategy
in which five models (including two of the existing ones) covered the market. Within five years,
GM became the most dominant and profitable American automobile firm. The answer which
Sloan got held good for an amazingly long period until the early 1960s but the failure to rethink
the question “What is General Motors’ business?” resulted in the vulnerability of the company.

Similarly, the IBM had long defined its business a data processing. Prior to 1950, this meant
punch cards and equipments to sort them. But with the advent of the new technology, the
business of data processing meant computers. Although IBM had not the slightest expertise in
this technology, it was quick to seize this opportunity and became one of the classic examples of
an excellent company. But its failure to rethink the question and its inherent organisational
problems blunted its future. IBM had reinvented the industry. But later, Apple and others stole
the show away from it by reinventing the industry again.

It is, thus, evident that as the business environment is very dynamic, sooner or later even the
most successful answer to the question ‘What is our business?’ becomes obsolete. Therefore, it is
not sufficient that a company determines ‘What is its business?’ but at the same time it should
also ponder over ‘What will it be?’ “What changes in the environment are already discernible that
are likely to have high impact on the characteristics, mission, and purpose of our business? and
How do we now build these anticipations into our theory of business, into its objectives,
strategies and work assignments?”13

It is not adequate that a company identifies what will its business be? Because this aims at
adaptation to anticipated changes – modifying, extending, developing the existing ongoing
business. It does not explore the right firm-environment fit for the future. The future may have
new or better opportunities outside the current business of the company. Or it may not be wise to
continue in all or some of the current businesses. There is, therefore, a need to ask ‘What should
our business be?’ This question is the central point of corporate strategy.
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As Drucker aptly remarks, the ultimate objective of strategic planning is “to identify the new
and different businesses, technologies, and markets which the company should try to create long
range...Indeed, it starts with the question – Which of our present businesses should we abandon?
Which should we play down? Which should we push and supply new resources to?”14 The
Chapter on Portfolio Strategy cites a number of examples, both foreign and Indian, of portfolio
changes basically resulting from this fundamental, implicit, question.

The mission of Arvind Mills provides an interesting example of the vision of what should
the company’s business be: To achieve global dominance in select businesses built around its core
competencies through continuous product and technical innovations and customer orientation with a focus
on cost-effectiveness. Contrary to the prescriptions regarding the essentials of an ideal mission
statement, it does not specify products or businesses at all. Instead it concentrates on core
competencies. Thus, its staple product, denim – where it is among the world’s largest producers
today – is not even mentioned, indicating that the company could change its business if the
market so demands. What Arvind Mills has achieved with its vision, however, is to shift the
objective of its operations from manufacturing specific products to developing a competitive edge
in its processes. And the competencies that it has assiduously built, keeping its vision in sight,
include knowledge of all aspects of the textile business, the ability to think global, strategic
flexibility, speed, and financial engineering skills. The additional competency that it is now trying
to hone: globalising the entire value chain of the textile business quickly. As a result, even if its
current product falls out of fashion, the company can leverage its competencies to switch to other
products without having to relinquish any of its global markets. In 1994, the company decided to
exit the profitable sari business which was taken because it would not allow the company to
fulfill its vision of achieving global dominance in select businesses.15

Elements of Mission Statement
On the basis of a review of the literature, Romuald Stone suggests15 that effective mission

statements must be:

Clearly Articulated. The mission statement should be succinct and easy to understand so
that the values and purpose, and goals of the organisation are clear to everybody in the
organisation and will be a guide to them. For example, the mission of O.P. Jindal Group, to become
a globally competitive player with a burning desire to become the No. 1 in the steel industry, is very
simple and clear albeit very challenging. Hewlett-Packard India provides another example: To be
the leading manufacturer and supplier of measurement and computing solutions whilst achieving the
highest levels of customer satisfaction, quality, and business ethics and contributing to India’s
technological, economic and social needs.

Relevant. A mission statement should be appropriate to the organisation in terms of its
history, culture and shared values. The Indian Oil Corporation strives to achieve international
standards of excellence in petroleum refining, marketing, and transportation with concern for customer
satisfaction. To create a modern technology base for self-reliance, growth and development of the business.
To contribute to the national economy by providing adequate return on investment by setting high
standards of leadership in productivity and total quality. To foster culture of participation and innovation
for employee growth and contribution. To help enrich quality of life of the community and preserve
ecological balance and national heritage.

Current. A mission state may become obsolete after some time. As Drucker points out, “very
few definitions of the purpose and mission of a business have anything like a life expectancy of
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thirty, let alone fifty, years. To be good enough for ten years is probably all one can normally
expect.”16 Environmental factors and organisational factors may necessitate modifications of the
mission. For instance, the mission statement of Indal, first designed in April, 1987, has been
revised several times. Only little more than 10 per cent of executives who participated in the
BT-Gallup MBA Survey opined that the mission statement shall never be changed. About 49 of
the respondents reported that their companies had changed the mission statement. According to
the Survey, factors which call for change in the mission are diversification, external changes, fast
growth and acquisition.

Written in a Positive (Inspiring) Tone. A mission statement should be capable of inspiring
and encouraging commitment toward fulfilling the mission. It is pointed out that when Wipro
Corp’s R&D department faced the problem of redundancy and the threat of closure, it reached
into the reserves of its employees’ experience and resilience and drew up a vision of becoming a
global R&D lab for hire. Energised by that dream, the employees have raised their work to a level
where the lab has been repositioned as planned, and is satisfying global clients. A junior manager
at Godrej Soaps testified that “since the vision exercise began, everybody in the organisation is
talking about the customer. It is no longer the responsibility of the marketing department.”17 (The
vision of Godrej Soaps is that it shall operate in existing and new businesses which profitably capitalise
on the Godrej Brand and our corporate image of reliability and integrity. Our objective is to delight our
customers both in India and abroad. We shall achieve these objectives through continuous improvement in
quality, cost and customer services.)

Unique. An organisation’s mission statement should establish the individuality, if not
uniqueness, of the company. The mission of Rallis India, for example, is to provide the farmer with a
package of inputs and services for optimum utilisation of balanced primary plant nutrients; micronutrients;
plant protection chemicals; water; seeds; post-harvest services; and to develop a genuine partnership with
the farmer.

Enduring. Mission statements should continually guide and inspire and be challenged in the
pursuit of its mission, never achieving its ultimate goal. K.B. Dadiseth, former Chairman,
Hindustan Lever (now Hindustan Unilever), confirms: “the excitement of attaining the
unachievable is a huge motivator for growth.”18 Several of the mission statements cited here
could inspire people in the respective organisations.

Adapted to the Target Audience. The target audience (i.e., for whom the mission
statement – for example, employees, stockholders, consumers or general public) has a bearing on
the length, tone and visibility of the statement.

That some examples have been given above to substantiate various points does not mean
that only that point under which the mission statement is mentioned is relevant to that mission.
These mission statements embrace several elements. Ideally, the mission statement should define,
as pointed out earlier, its customers, products or services, markets, technology, philosophy and
self-concept. Many mission statements, however, are not so comprehensive.

There are, however, differences of opinion regarding what shall a mission reflect. There are
two schools of thought.19 One, the Strategy School, which describes mission in terms of business
strategy (like what business the company should be in). The other, the Ethics School, argues that
mission is the cultural bind that holds an outlet together. It talks about generating cooperation
among employees through shared values and standards of behaviour. Again there are differences
of opinion regarding for whose benefit the company exits. For shareholders? Customers?
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Employees? Society at large? Or a combination of some or all of them? Further, the mission may
reflect the value system of the promoters or top echelons of the company.

It is suggested that answering the following questions would help a company to arrive at its
mission.20

1. What is the basic purpose of your organisation?
2. What is unique about your organisation?
3. What is likely to be different about your business five years down the road?
4. What is in your company that will make it stand out in a crowd?
5. Who are, and who should be, your principal customers?
6. What are, and what should be, your principal economic concerns?
7. What are the basic beliefs, values and philosophical priorities of your firm?

Formulation and Communication of Mission
In many cases, the founders establish the mission which may remain unchanged down the

years or may be modified as the conditions change. In a number of cases, the mission is drawn up
by the CEO and board of directors or a committee constituted for this purpose. Engaging
consultants for drawing up mission is not uncommon. In some cases, consultants play a
participative role. Many companies hold brainstorming sessions of senior executives to develop
mission. Soliciting employees’ views is also common.

According to a study conducted by the Analyst, which involved 26 companies, “the scene in
India appears to be to go through the consultative-participative route. That is the only way to
build credibility. For instance, at Apple Industries, the vision statement was evolved through
various meetings amongst the senior management team and after calling for suggestions from
employees. At Mahindra & Mahindra, workshops were carried out at two levels within the
organisation with the members of the corporate planning group acting as facilitators. The
Hyderabad-Bakelite Hylam had discussions at all levels culminating in the formation of a Core
Vision Group which then was aided by external consultants. Banking major State Bank of India
went one step ahead inviting the unions to partake in the exercise. And Satyam Computers went
one up by holding discussions with their joint-venture companies as also their overseas clients.

In quite a few cases, the vision-mission statements get handed down. Thus, for instance,
Thomas Cook says ‘Ours is a worldwide mission statement applicable to all our units the world
over compiled after getting feedback from employees world over’. At Taparia Magnetics, ‘the
value systems and the determination to be the No. 1 player in the field of activity is ingrained for
many years’. At Indal, the vision statement emerged after deliberations amongst 70 of Indal’s
leaders. It was then translated, carried and explained to the entire company.”21 The BT-Gallup
MBA Survey has found that well over one-fifth of the companies have engaged consultants and
employees views were solicited in case of more than 90 per cent of the companies. This Survey
also reveals that the mission is communicated to the employees through purposive meetings,
noticeboards, company newsletters, conversations, other meetings, letters and badges.

Importance of Mission
As it is clear from the description above, vision/mission sets the direction for the strategic

development of the organisation.
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Peter Drucker who observes that “that business purpose and business mission are so rarely
given adequate thought is perhaps the most important single cause of business frustration and
business failure,” concludes that “defining the purpose and mission of the business is difficult,
painful, and risky. But it alone enables a business to set objectives, to develop strategies, to
concentrate its resources and to go to work. It alone enables a business to be managed by
performance.”22

As Drucker remarks in his Managing for the Future, the mission “focuses the organisation on
action. It defines the specific strategies needed to attain the crucial goals. It creates a disciplined
organisation. It alone can prevent the most common degenerative disease of organisations,
especially large ones, splintering their always limited resources on things that are ‘interesting’ or
look ‘profitable’ rather than concentrating them on a very small number of productive efforts”.23

There are several examples of organisations which substantially developed their business or
improved their performance by refocusing their business. “Corporate mission statements are the
operational, ethical and financial guiding lights of companies. They are not simply mottoes or
slogans; they articulate the goals, dreams, behaviour, culture, and strategies of companies.”24

Thus, a clear, inspiring and challenging vision/mission can provide an organisation with the
road to development and drive for growth. “When the organisation has a clear sense of purpose,
direction and desired future state and when this image is widely shared, individuals are able to
find their own roles both in the organisation and in the larger society. This empowers individuals
and confers status upon them because they see themselves as part of a worthwhile enterprise.
They gain a sense of importance, as they are transformed from robots blindly following
instructions to human beings engaged in a creative and purposeful venture.”25

One great advantage of formulation of the mission is that it also results in a clear definition
of the business of a company. Mission statement and definition of the business are indeed two
sides of the same coin.

Examples of substantial impact of vision are aplenty.

In the BT-Gallup MBA Survey, 77 per cent of the CEOs have stated that vision has improved
their day-to-day actions, nearly 75 per cent have stated that it improved corporate strategy and
42 per cent and 34 per cent have revealed that the vision has improved financial performance and
employee satisfaction. 36 per cent of the CEOs have informed that the vision has impacted
product quality, 18 per cent have felt that it has helped organisational growth, about 15 per cent
each have stated that it has contributed to market performance and a sense of belonging and
about 7 per cent have reported that the vision has impacted shareholder value.26

A mission by itself, however, does not ensure results. For its success, it requires that it is
realistic, everybody in the organisation imbibes the spirit of it and is inspired by it, the
management is committed to it and it is effectively strategised. These conditions do not exist in
many organisations. As for some organisations, it is nothing more than a showpiece.

In many organisations, the mission is not fully ingrained in the minds of people. According
to the BT-Gallup MBA Survey, only about 79 per cent of the senior managers, 66 per cent of the
middle managers, 53 per cent of the junior managers, 34 per cent of the clerical cadre employees
and 21 per cent of the staff cadre are able to recall the vision statement.

Mission is meaningless unless it is adequately supported by other essential inputs. It is very
apt to record here Ambani’s statement about what made the Reliance one of Asia’s most
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competitive enterprises: “It has been a combination of vision, entrepreneurship and
professionalism.” See Figure 5.3 in Chapter 5 to get an indication of the future orientation of the
Reliance.

In sum, as Drucker remarks, “Without an effective mission statement, there will be no
performance...The mission statement has to express the contribution the enterprise plans to make
to society, to economy, to the customer. It has to express the fact that the business enterprise is an
institution of society, and serves to produce social benefits.”27

BOX 2.2: MISSION, VISION, VALUES AND STRATEGY

A number views about the meaning of vision and mission have been presented in the preceding
pages. For brevity and simplicity, we may confide with the suggestion of Logan presented below, as to
what mission, vision and values constitute.
Mission statements

 Describe the overall purpose of an organisation: what we do, who we do it for, and how and why
we do it.

 Set the boundaries of the organisation’s current activities.
 Are the starting point in developing a strategic vision.
As Logan observes, mission review gets an organisation back to basics. The essential activity of

determining whom you serve can be a wake-up call for organisations that have started to skew their
activities to meet the needs other stakeholders (such as their funders or lobby targets) and not their actual
clients.
Vision statements

 Describe an ideal future.
 Reflect the essence of an organisation’s mission and values.
 Answer the question, what impact do we want to have on society?
 Unite an organisation in a common, coherent strategic direction.
 Convey a larger sense of organisational purpose, so that employees see themselves as “building

a cathedral” rather than “laying stones”.
Values statements

 Reflect the core ideology of an organisation, the deeply held values that do not change over time.
 Answer the question, how do we carry out our mission?
 Are the values your organisation lives, breathes and reflects in all its activities, not the ones you

think you should have.
Based on the above description, we may say that mission, vision and values set the mould for

fabrication of the strategy.
Courtesy: Jane Logan, “Mission, Vision, Values”, The Canadian Association, March 2004.

The right vision/mission-strategy fit and the meticulous implementation of the strategy will
help build a great organisation. A prerequisite is that the mission is realistically and highly
thoughtfully formulated, its implications and strategic needs are well understood and
appreciated by everybody in the organisation and the top management, particularly, imbibe it in
letter and spirit.

The vision of Tata Steel – “to be the benchmark through the excellence of its people, its
innovative approach and overall conduct” – shall be forced to drive the global ambitions of Tata
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Steel which has excellently transformed itself from a technologically obsolete low productivity
firm to the lowest cost steels producer in the world and globally top ranking on several
parameters by which a steel company is evaluated. “Underpinning this vision is a performance
culture committed to aspiration targets, safety and social responsibility, continuous improvement,
openness and transparency.” Today, Tata Steel Group with a presence in over 50 developed
European and fast growing Asian countries and with manufacturing operations in 26 countries
and various ongoing projects in different parts of the world, is the world’s second most
geographically diversified steel producer and is the first integrated steel plant in Asia.

BOX 2.3: VISION/MISSION – STRATEGY EXECUTION PAR EXCELLENCE

There can hardly be a better example, globally, of a philanthropic mission being marvelously
accomplished than that of the Aravind Eye Hospital, which is an excitement across the world. The mission
emanated from the compassionate vision of the soul and heart of the legendary Founder Chairman,
Dr. G. Venkataswamy, is: to eliminate needless blindness by providing compassionate and high quality
eye care.

Aravind Eye Hospital, started in 1976 in a rented house in Madurai (Tamil Nadu) with 11 beds, has
grown into a chain of seven hospitals in Tamil Nadu with 4000 beds by 2012 and in the year ending
March 2012, over 2.8 million outpatients were treated and more than 350,000 surgeries were performed
(60 per cent of them delivered at low or no cost) making Aravind the single largest enterprise providing
eye care in the world. Despite the fact that an Aravind doctor performs an astonishingly large number of
surgeries compared to the world average, the surgical complication rate in the Aravind Eye Care System
(AECS) is lower than that in many western hospitals. Aravind’s complication rate is less than half of UK
hospitals.

The immensely efficient system for the execution of the strategy have attracted very high
appreciation, and even surprise, from across the world.

There are several key attributes that define AECS’ unique strategy. A sense of compassion and
commitment of employees, all activities aligned with organisational mission and values, focus on core
professional competencies with no frills attached, factory like efficiency and process optimisation, practice
of lean management, achieving economies of scale, complete forward and backward integration of all
processes and resources are the hallmark of Aravind’s service, operations and its scintillating
performance. The McDonald’s model has guided Aravind in perfecting the process.

To address fixed costs, Aravind decided that it had to maximise the use of the infrastructure and the
productivity of the staff, especially the surgeons. By re-engineering the process and thereby enhancing
the operating room utilisation and surgeon productivity, the number of surgeries performed by a surgeon
in an hour has gone up from one to 6-8. As a result, a surgeon in Aravind conducts about 2000 surgeries
annually whereas the national average is only about one-fifth of it (400) and much lower in developing
countries like Bangladesh, Thailand and Indonesia.

Aravind also aggressively pursued opportunities to lower variable costs. “In the early 1990s, for
example, we realised that intraocular lens manufacturers were not pricing for the Indian market, even
though they had reduced the lenses’ cost from $ 100 to $ 70. At that time, the average patient in India
could afford to pay only about $ 10 total for the lenses and the cataract surgery. We recognised that there
was no other way to solve this problem than to get into manufacturing ourselves, and so in 1992 we set
up Aurolab, a non-profit charitable trust that makes intraocular lenses and other ophthalmic consumables.
Our lens pricing is now about $ 2.”

Though its primary focus is on ophthalmic products, Aurolab is also diversifying into related health
care areas where its existing capabilities can be leveraged. Today, Aurolab has grown into an
organisation with six product divisions (intraocular lenses, pharmaceuticals, sutures, instruments,
spectacles, and hearing aids). Aurolab products are exported to 120 countries around the world and
accounts for about 8 per cent of global share of intraocular lenses.
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Table 2.1: Translating Mission into Reality – The Aravind Way

Challenge Strategic Objectives Operating
Objectives

Operating
Strategy

Outcome

Poor patients,
can’t afford
high cost

Drastically reduce
cost, render free
treatment to poor

1. Reduce fixed
cost

2. Reduce
variable cost

1. Reengineer
operating room
process

2. Own
production of
critical item

1. Operating
room
productivity
increased 6-8
times

2. Lens @ 2,
against $ 70 for
outsourced

Most patients
negligent/not
aware of eye
care needs. Eye
care service not
easily accessible

Patient education.
Accessibility of eye
care service

Establish system
for patient
education and
providing
accessibility

Active community
involvement,
screening camps,
IT enabled vision
centres in villages

Substantial
increase in
number of
patients serviced

Keep enhancing
capacity to treat
larger
population

Expand hospital
chain

Generate surplus
to fund new
hospitals

Dual pricing and
cross-
subsidisation

Increase in
number of
hospitals. Majority
of patients treated
free

Aravind’s efficiency allows its paying patients to subsidise the free ones, while still paying far less
than they would at other Indian hospitals. Each year, Aravind does 60 per cent as many eye surgeries as
the United Kingdom’s National Health System, at one thousandth of the cost.

It runs hospitals in other parts of India with partners. So far, about 300 hospitals in India and in other
countries are using the Aravind model. All are eye hospitals. Some share Aravind’s social mission. Others
simply want to operate more efficiently.

OBJECTIVES, GOALS AND TARGETS
Objectives form the basis for the functioning of an organisation. Indeed, “objectives help

define the organisation in its environment. Most organisations need to justify their existence, to
legitimise themselves in the eyes of the government, customers, and society at large. And by
stating objectives, they also attract people who identify with the objectives to work for the
organisation. Thus, objectives define the enterprise”.28

Objectives may be defined as “those ends which the organisation seeks to achieve by its
existence and operations.”29

Used broadly, the word objectives covers “long-range company aims, more specific
department goals, and even individual assignments. Thus, objectives may pertain to a wide or
narrow part of an enterprise, and they may be either long or short range.”30 However, as stated
earlier, used strictly, these terms have distinctive meanings.

A goal is defined as “an intermediate result to be achieved by a certain time as part of the
grand plan. A plan can, therefore, have many goals.”31 Specific goals are sometimes referred to as
targets. (For example, the sales target for a particular year or territory.)
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In other words, objectives may be defined as “the long-term results that an organisation
seeks to achieve in pursuing its basic mission.”32 “Goals are short-term (one year or less)
milestones or benchmarks that organisations must achieve in order for longer term objectives to
be reached. Goals should be measurable, quantitative, challenging, realistic, consistent and
prioritised. They should be established at the corporate, divisional, and functional levels in a
large organisation. Goals should be stated in terms of management, marketing, finance,
production and research and development accomplishments. A set of goals is needed for each
objective that is established in an organisation. Goals are specifically important in strategy
implementation, whereas objectives are particularly important in strategy formulation. Goals
represent the basis for allocating resources”.33 (It may also be noted that some authors use the
term objectives to refer to short-term results and goals to refer to long-term results.)

As Newman and Summer point out, often objectives of a particular nature are given a
special name. For instance, we may speak of sales quotas, expense ratios, budgets, absentee rates,
or market positions. The use of such descriptive terms does not remove them from the broad
category of objectives.”34

Objectives may be tangible or intangible. Tangible objectives include achievement of
materially quantifiable targets or goals. Intangible objectives include factors like brand or
company image, employee morale, etc.

Objectives should not be static, they should be dynamic. That is, changes in the environment
and/or changes in the organisational strengths and weaknesses may call for modifications to
objectives. As Kotler remarks, “objectives can grow obsolete because of the continuous changes
occurring in the company’s marketing environment.”35 A company should, therefore, appraise
how well its objectives tap the firm’s opportunities and resources. Dynamic companies often
conduct audit of their objectives and reformulate or reorient the objectives, if desirable, to ensure
that the company’s objectives are the most appropriate, given the environment and the company
resources. It is such appraisal and the resultant reorientation of the business which have enabled
many companies to achieve remarkable success which is often reflected in the prudent portfolio
strategies and fast growth of business.

To formulate clear objectives, it is essential to get definite answers to certain questions, viz.,
“what business the company is in?,” “what should the company’s business be?”, “what will the
company business be?”

As stated earlier, objectives help define the organisation in its environment. Environmental
analysis will help find answer to the question what should the company’s business be? If ‘what
should be the business’ is different from ‘what is the business’, there is certainly a need for
redefining the business, matching the company resources to the environment. The question ‘what
will the company’s business be?’ exposes another dimension of business objective, namely, the
long-term perspective. As Drucker succinctly puts it, ‘what will the business be’ is related to
“what changes in the environment are already discernible that are likely to have high impact on
the characteristics, mission, and purpose of our business? and how do we now build these
anticipations into our theory of business, into its objectives, strategies and work assignments.”36

While the important long-term overall objectives may remain without significant change,
modifications to or change of some of the objectives and the definition of the business (what
business the company should be in?) may be necessitated by environmental factors, as pointed
out earlier under the section Mission.
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IMPORTANCE OF OBJECTIVES
Objectives form the basis for the functioning of an organisation. The following points

elucidate the importance or usefulness of objectives.

1. Justify the organisation: The objectives indicate the purpose and aims and thereby the
social justification for the existence of an organisation.

2. Provide direction: Objectives provide direction for the functioning of an organisation.
When objectives are clear, the aims of the activities of different people in the organisation
converge for the achievement of the common purpose.

3. Basis for management by objectives: Clearly formulated objectives form the basis for
management by objectives which is a way of management for results.

4. Help strategic planning/management: Strategic planning/management is indeed a
means to achieve the objectives. Objectives, thus, help effective functioning of the
organisation in a given environment.

5. Help coordination: As Glueck points out, objectives help coordinate decisions and
decision-makers by directing “the attention of employees to desirable standards of
behaviour. It may reduce conflicts in decision-making if all employees know what the
objectives are. Objectives become constraints on decisions.”37

6. Provide standards for assessment and control: Objectives, by making clear what the
results should be, provide the basis for control and assessment of organisational
performance. “Without objectives, the organisation has no objective basis for evaluating
its success.”38

7. Help decentralisation: Objectives help decentralisation effective by making clear the
organisational objectives to various elements in the organisation. Decentralisation, by
assigning decision-making to lower level personnel, gives a subordinate executive or
operator considerable leeway in deciding how to perform his work. “Turning people
loose in this way will result in chaos unless the common objectives are well
understood.”39

GUIDELINES FOR IDEAL OBJECTIVES
Objectives, to be successful, should possess certain qualities and there are, therefore, some

important factors to be considered while formulating the objectives. Given below are important
guidelines or principles for the formulation of objectives:

1. Participation: To the extent possible, formulation of objectives should involve the
participation of important people responsible for the achievement of the objectives. The
sense of participation will provide motivation and a moral responsibility for the
achievement objectives.

2. Clarity: Objectives should not be vague and ambiguous. They should be spelt out clearly.
Further, they should be made clearly known to the people who work for their
accomplishment.

3. Realism: Objectives should be realistic vis-à-vis the internal and external environments.
They should be reasonable in the sense that they should be achievable with the best
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efforts, given the environment. At the same time, they should be high enough to elicit the
full utilisation of the company’s resources and skills.

4. Flexibility: Objectives should not be very rigid, they should be flexible. That is, changes
in the environment and/or changes in the organisational strengths and weaknesses may
call for modifications to the objectives. For example, objectives can grow obsolete because
of the continuous changes occurring in the company’s environment. A company should,
therefore, well provide for flexibility to suitably modify the objectives when changes in
environment call for their modification.

5. Consistency: Objectives should be mutually consistent throughout the organisation. That
is, all objectives within the organisation should support the overall enterprise objectives.

6. Ranking: An organisation with multiple objectives should assign relative priorities and
indicate the time horizon within which to attain each of the objectives.

7. Verifiability: Objective should be capable of being verified or measured. For example, an
objective like reasonable profit may be subject to subjective interpretations and hence the
actual performance cannot be verified specifically. On the other hand, an objective like a
15 per cent return on investment is verifiable.

8. Balance: There should be an appropriate balance between the different objectives of an
organisation. For example, there should be a proper balance between profitability,
employee welfare, customer welfare, community welfare, etc. Undue emphasis on one
may adversely affect others.

FACTORS AFFECTING OBJECTIVES
Objectives are not formulated in a vacuum. According to Glueck,40 who asserts that

objectives are formulated by the top managers in a firm, the choice of objectives are affected by
three factors, namely,

1. Forces in the environment.
2. Internal forces.
3. The value systems of the top executives.
There are a number of environmental factors which influence business decisions. For

example, an external factor like the government policy may affect the objectives of a company.

Formulation objectives is affected also by the internal factors or the realities of the
enterprise’s resources and internal power relationships. Enterprise’s resources are undoubtedly a
factor which decides the objectives. Similarly, formulation of objectives are also influenced by the
internal power relationships which include factors like the extent of shareholders’ confidence and
support the top management enjoys and employer-employee relations.

Thirdly, the value systems of the top executives affect the formulation of objectives. For
example, the Articles of Association of the Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO) was amended at
the initiative of the powers that be to incorporate the provision regarding the company’s social
and moral responsibilities to the customers, employees, shareholders, society and the local
community. Profit objective, business practices, corporate citizenship, etc. are, obviously, affected
by the value systems of the top executives.
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HIERARCHY OF OBJECTIVES
Organisations with a hierarchical structure (i.e., with different levels of management like top

level, middle level and lower level) normally have a hierarchy of objectives to be pursued at
different levels.

At the zenith of the hierarchy is the organisational mission which is shaped by the vision and
values of the promoters, expectations of the shareholders and environmental forces.

Below the mission is the overall objectives of the organisation, or the corporate objectives,
which are long-range or strategic objectives. The corporate objectives are to be formulated and
pursued by the Board of Directors and topmost managers.

The overall objectives lead to the next level of the hierarchy which consists of more specific
objectives such as those in the key result areas. Such a certain per cent return or investment or a
certain percentage increase in the market share over a certain period of time.

In a multi-SBU organisation, the next level in the hierarchy is the SBU objectives. The
divisional objectives are then formed on the basis of the SBU objectives.

Below the divisional objectives are the departmental objectives, i.e., the objectives for the
different departments like production, marketing, finance, personnel, research and development,
etc. which help achieve the corporate objectives. A department may have several sections or units
under it. For example, the marketing department may have several geographical divisions like
northern zone, southern zone, eastern zone and western zone or product/product group
divisions like product A, product B, product C, etc. Each such section will have its own objectives
which will contribute to the achievement of the department objectives. Each section may have
several personnel responsible for the achievement of the sectional objectives. For example, a
marketing subdivision may have under it several salesmen each of whom will have to achieve a
specific objective (like a sales target).

Stockholders’
Expectations

Environmental
Factors

Mission

Promoters’
Vision and Values

Individual Objectives

Corporate
Objectives

SBU Objectives

Departmental Objectives

Divisional Objectives

FIG. 2.2: HIERARCHY OF OBJECTIVES
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A hierarchical organisation, thus, has a hierarchy of objectives and the objectives of the
different levels are designed to help achieve the overall organisational objectives.

CLASSIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES

Economic Objectives
Some of the social and economic objectives are so intertwined that it is difficult to separate

them and it may be more appropriate to describe them as socio-economic objectives. However,
the following may be regarded as the important economic objectives of business.

1. Survival: “The primary business of the every business is to stay in business” is an often-
quoted statement. The growing magnitude of industrial sickness is a clear indication of
the need for primary thrust on this objective. Constant monitoring of the business
environment and strategic planning are needed for survival in a competitive
environment. A business cannot, obviously, achieve its objectives unless it survives and
hence survival is a basic objective necessary to achieve other objectives.

2. Return on Investment: A return on investment is, undoubtedly, an important economic
objective not only for private enterprises but also for many public sector enterprises.
Private business is often profit-motivated. However, the level of profit a private
enterprise aims at is likely to be influenced by its social outlook and a number of
environmental factors like government policy, attitude of society, competitive and other
conditions of the industry, etc.

3. Growth: Growth over time is also an economic objective of most of the business
enterprises. A business may grow either vertically, horizontally or by diversification into
unrelated areas. Growth may benefit not only the promoters and shareholders but also
the consumers, suppliers and the national economy. Growth is not merely an objective
but also a natural urge of a dynamic enterprise.

4. Innovation: According to Peter Drucker, there is only one valid definition of business
purpose: “to create a customer and because its purpose is to create a customer, the
business enterprise has two – and only two – basic functions”41 marketing and innovation.
Marketing and innovation produce results: all the rest are “costs”.

5. Betterment: Drucker, who interprets innovation as the provision of different economic
satisfactions, argues that “it is not enough for the business to provide just any economic
goods and services; it must provide better and more economic ones. It is not necessary for
the business to grow bigger; but it is necessary that it constantly grows better.”42

6. Market Share: An increase in or maintenance of its market share is an important
objective of many companies. Several companies also strive for market leadership.
Sometimes, non-economic factors like the prestige and industry recognition associated
with market leadership may be a more prominent factor than the economic factor which
drives a company towards market leadership. Some companies also strive to attain
market leadership even at the cost of profit maximisation.

Social Objectives
There has been a growing recognition of the social objectives and responsibilities of business.

R.F. Barker aptly describes the situation as follows:
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“Business traditionally has been responsible for quantities – for the supply of goods and jobs,
for costs, prices, wages, hours of work, and for standards of living. Today, however, business is
being asked to take on responsibility for the quality of life in our society. The expectation is that
business – an addition to its traditional accountability for economic performance and results –
will concern itself with the health of the society, that it will come up with the cures for the ills that
currently beset us, and indeed, will find ways of anticipating and preventing future problems in
these areas.”43

Stern succinctly points out: “The more educated the society becomes, the more
interdependent it becomes, and the more discretionary the use of its resources, the more
marketing will become enmeshed in social issues. Marketing personnel are at interface between
company and society. In this position, they have the responsibility not merely for designing a
competitive marketing strategy, but for sensitising business to the social, as well as the product,
demand of society.”44

Table 2. 2: Comparison between Economic and Social Objectives

Economic Objectives Social Objectives

1. Economic objectives are primarily
concerned with the economic health of the
enterprise.

1. Social objectives are concerned with the
needs and welfare of the society.

2. Economic objectives serve the economic
motive of the stockholders.

2. Social objectives serve the interests of the
society.

3. Economic objectives are mostly enterprise
oriented or enterprise centered.

3. Social objectives are social oriented.

4. Economic objectives are important both in
short and long term.

4. The perspective of social objectives is
mostly long term.

5. Achievement of economic objectives is
necessary for the survival and growth of
the enterprise.

5. Social objectives justify the survival and
growth of the enterprise.

6. Achievement of economic objectives is
necessary for effective discharge of social
objectives.

6. Social objectives justify economic
objectives.

7. There is general agreement as to what
constitute economic objectives.

7. There are differences of opinion as to what
constitute social objectives.

8. Economic objectives are tangible. 8. Several of the social objectives are not
tangible.

9. Economic objectives by themselves may
benefit society.

9. Some of the social objectives reinforce the
achievement of economic objectives.

10. Economic objectives are cardinal. 10. Social objectives are ordinal.

11. Economic objectives are basic objectives. 11. Economic objectives provide the base for
pursuing social objectives.

12. Economic objectives are clear and
definite.

12. Social objectives may have ambiguity.
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Social objectives of business may be grouped into three broad categories, namely,

1. Objectives which protect consumer interests;
2. Objectives which protect the interests of workers; and
3. Objectives which protect the interests of the society.

Reconciliation of Social and Economic Objectives
We have seen above that the social and economic objectives encompass promoting the

interests of different categories of people like the shareholders, workers, consumers, local
population and the general public. The economic and social objectives may conflict with each
other. Again, some of the social objectives may conflict with each other.

Furthering economic objectives may constrain some of the social objectives. For example,
some of the efforts to increase the profit may adversely affect consumers if that results in price
increase. Similarly, profit motive may harm workers’ interests in some cases. Fulfillment of some
of the social objectives may adversely affect the economic objectives. For example, enhanced
expenditure on labour welfare, pollution control, social service, etc. may eat into the profit. These
could also affect consumer interest if they cause an increase in prices. It is, therefore, necessary to
reconcile the conflicting objectives or to achieve a proper trade-off between the different
objectives. In other words, a proper balance between the conflicting interests of the different
groups should be struck.

While we consider the reconciliation of the objectives, the following factors are worth noting.

1. Profit objective need not necessarily be against the social objective. The profit goes
against the social objectives only when it is aimed to make profits at the expense of the
social objectives. A reasonable level of profit is not only compatible with socially
responsible business but also necessary for the discharge of social obligations and
responsibility. As George Goyder, the champion of the idea of social responsibility of
business, observes, “in a responsible company, profits will continue to be the criterion of
financial health. As blood is the life of man, so are profits the life of industry, and just as
man must maintain life before he can be free to pursue the life objects he has set before
him…so profits are necessary to business and are in the proper sense of the work primary.
In short, a reasonable level of profit is necessary to enable a company to pursue the social
objectives.”45

2. In several cases, it is possible to increase profits without hindering the social objectives.
For example, an increase in productivity could increase profits without causing any
increase in price. Not only that, substantial productivity gains could benefit the
shareholders (by increased dividends), consumers (by reduced prices) and workers (by
increased remuneration) if such productivity gains are shared between capital, labour
and consumers.

3. Satisfactory level of wages and expenditure on labour welfare could contribute to the
economic health of the enterprise if they help to increase labour productivity and
improve industrial relations. It is appropriate to note the observation of the Social Audit
Committee which conducted the social audit of TISCO that, “not only should the
company carry out its various obligations to the employees as well as the larger
community as a matter of principle but this has also led to a higher degree of efficiency in
TISCO Works and an unparalleled performance in industrial peace and considerable
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team spirit and discipline which have all resulted in high productivity and utilisation of
capacity. The cooperation and response of the larger community have also contributed to
this. It is possible to argue that, but for such a climate of cooperation from all segments,
and the maintenance of certain norms and standards by the company, it would not have
been possible to maintain the reasonable rates of return on investment in the face of
various constraints faced by the company. It is necessary that shareholders realise this
and extend their full cooperation to the company’s programmes of welfare and
development and that they do so ungrudgingly.”

The points mentioned above indicate that although several of the objectives may outwardly
appear to be conflicting, they could be mutually supporting in several cases if properly
envisioned and managed.

Primary and Secondary Objectives
Some companies establish two seats of objectives, viz., primary and secondary objectives. In

many such cases, the secondary objectives resemble what are generally described as the social
responsibilities of business.

George Goyder in his well-known book The Future of Private Enterprise: A Study in
Responsibility46 set out the ultimate objects in the following four principal objects of a responsible
company.

1. The extension, development and improvement of the company’s business and the
building up of its financial independence.

2. The payment of fair and regular dividends to the shareholders.
3. The payment of fair wages under the best possible conditions to the workers.
4. The reduction of prices to consumers.
Referring to the Articles of the Carl Zeiss Foundations, Goyder points out four secondary

objectives of the company:

1. to provide a bonus for the workers;
2. to assist in promoting the amenities of the locality (without thereby attempting to

dominate it);
3. to assist in developing the industry of which the firm is a member;
4. to promote education, research and development in the techniques of the industry or any

other purpose approved by the directors and members in general meeting.

Short-run and Long-run Objectives
A company may have short-run and long-run objectives.

The short-run objectives may be a means to achieve long-run objectives. For example, the
short-run objective of market penetration may be a strategy to help achieve the long-run objective
of market dominance or profit. For instance, a key characteristic of the Japanese companies’
strategy of entering the foreign markets is to build up market share rather than early profits. The
Japanese are patient capitalists who are willing to wait even a decade before realising their profits.

We have seen above the primary and secondary objectives of one organisation. A company
will normally pursue the secondary objectives listed therein as long-term objectives. This shall
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not be interpreted to mean that long-run objectives are secondary objectives. Some of the long-
run objectives, like profit, are essentially primary objectives of several companies.

However, some of the long-run objectives of several companies, like development of the
local community, assisting the development of the industry of which it is a part, serving the
society, etc. are secondary objectives.

TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES
For the determination of the objectives of the different levels in the hierarchy, there are two

approaches. In the top-down approach, the upper level managers determine the objective for
their subordinates while in the bottom-up approach, the subordinates initiate the setting up of
objectives for their positions and present them to the superior for consideration.

As Koontz and Weihrich remark,47 either approach alone is insufficient. Both are essential
but the emphasis should depend on the situation including such factors as the size of the
organisation, the organisational culture, the preferred leadership style of the executive and the
urgency of the plan.
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